
WRITING A NOVEL IDEAS DEFINITION

On the one hand, ideas for novels have no value whatsoever (try selling one to an a moment, but first take a look at
these five examples of ideas for a novel.

For one you need to be confident; for the other you are critically evaluating. Planning may sound like the very
antithesis of creativity, but it's a totally creative process. You can come up with several writing ideas using one
plot summary as your starting point, or use a number of different summaries. Every published novelist yes,
even any big name you can think of was once right where you areâ€”unpublished and unknown. Again, no
theme yet, no character yet, and no concept. The answer to the question is your story. But stick with us.
Baggage from the past a mission gone wrong? A great idea. Take your time and write a fully satisfying ending
that drops the curtain with a resounding thud. An idea can spring forth from any of the four elements of
storyâ€”concept, character, theme, story structureâ€”as defined by the Six Core Competencies. What does it
make you think about and feel? Perhaps if the mystery is never solved the story could even take an element of
ambiguity that would make it seem more like literary fiction. He can have weaknesses, foibles, flaws, but they
should be identifiable, redeemable, not annoying or repulsive. Beginning writers believe that creating a work
of fiction starts with a single event â€” a sudden burst of inspiration that pops a fully-formed story idea into
their minds. Pay attention to this and jot it down in your notebook â€” you do have a notebook, right? Chances
are you will have to alter a few other elements of the summary to make sense of the first change you made.
Check what detailed knowledge readers expect from your genre. Knowing these conventions will help guide
your story decisions. It remains at its heart, but the concept is so much more than the idea alone.


